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State AAUP Condemns
Regents' Censure Vote

ROTC, Administrations,
Involvement-Bill Smoot

DANVILLE KY — Hie had not been given sufficient con- being clouded by the lntroductlon of exteraneous matter. The
KentockycSferenceof the mt*****°*Ljt
academic
freedom of members
American Aaaodatjon of <*»• Attention TO
of the Progress staff was not an
University Professors (AA- Holding a copy of the Eastern issue, he said. He concluded by
UP) Saturday passed a Progress so all of the eodeie- saying. "We should all applaud
atronrfv worded resolution B«tes to the state conference the suitor of the Eastern student
newspaper for steading up and
Eastern Board <* KejrentJ^ March 27 Issue. He told the saying what be thinks. Now we
for their censure of Student gnw ^ tn#re wer# 1-tt#rs to should da likewise."
Another resolution coming out
Association president W. the editor disagreeing with the
of
the WHborn censure dealt with
Stephen Wilborn for distri- board's position, there were guest
bution of a controversial editorials, one headline read, the academic freedom of students
faculty members serving on
essav "The Student As Nig- "Regents Wrong" and the other and
the
governing
boards of Institutread "The Eastern Board is
mr*v
um
The
'
Wrong " there was a column ions of higher learning.
resolution
adopted
by
the
state
It was «n»
the juu(iue»
Judgment of
*» the
«« calling
caning for
lor consistency in theapu*>*y- V^T^—-^-Tr.rv^-r-J--,
1500 member state association pucation of rules regulating the iAU1?.*fflr,ntL
!SS!? ™
that the regents' obscenity con- activities of girls and prompt *****
**•*%£ J^EZ*^
1
hw!
tentlon did not serve to Justify, revaluation 0f these rules. He l*** * of rogents
*?* **2f
either the censure or prohibition 9lao observed that the Progress *'md,mlc1 **~m ^fr**.?^
dents ■»*
and *"**
faculty »•«*•«
members in
the'
of further distribution.
carried an announcement that Bill *«*■
»tnl
At least seven Eastern faculty Smoot would speak to the Free academic community.
members did not support the speech Union. He concluded by
Eeoulutlsn A
AAUP resolution. Most we re pro- facetiously observing with an
This resolution was In reaction
fessors in the History Depart- emotion filled voice, "And this is to- a latter sent to the Eastern
ment.
the freedom of expression you AAUP chapter by Dean J. C.
Dr. Robert E. Stebblns. as- wUl find on our 'repressive' Powell, secretary of the Eastern
Board of Regents, explaining the
SSiffiSLtt?* ZaUP "££ssor Jack McMlchael of ^Vactionl ' In his letter
ctaSeT urged the state AAUP Centre College, the last speaker ^ ,eld t^t stud#nt and ticm
to*ble thVproposed resolution on the debate of the 'Eastern m.mb,rs of the board had a specr*c«ue at the comolexity of ths resolution' then spokein favor M relationship with the board.
U^asd
it of it. He said the issues were „. .aid^«*
rd». dlsepissue ww beausVne^eved
«v
^ tta boe^
^
prwal

MOm

QM

By JOHN PERKINS
Staff Writer
In the gentle dialect of
his native Kentucky,^
young man from Maysville
told his audience that the
administration of Eastern
Kentucky University could
be disregarding the United
States Constitution — that
most college administrations are playing games with
students — that student
governments have long been
rendered powerless by college administrations — and
that ROTC was a "second
draft" for male students.

ltg

members was not the same as the
disapproval of those who were
not board members.
In other action the state AAUP:
Passed a resolution criticising

Local AAUP Chapter
Acts On Censure Event zsvzarvssSi
_^

TIM local chapter of tte Amcrlcan Association of University Frofessors (AAUP) last
' a carefully
Kerning the
controversial action of
Eastern* Board of lUfents.

_,

the present instance the board
of regents will reconsider their
action in light of its impHca*****
5* Sf'lW6 ttmm^SShS.
m
Wmt rZr *?=*r?r- **£**?
of ooounumcau

Friday, the motion calls for dis- The motion was
oration on the fart M- watse*. vote of 29 to TJ with thre!
secret
slty students and questioned the abstentions in a
board's action as It related to ballot.
the principle of academic freedom.
A later motion to release the
The motion said:
results of the meeting to the
"While the ■astern Kentuc- press was defeated.
SJX^'iafST££££ Before the motion was introIZE^mmmL^ ffS?*^ *>°* tte *™V was read a

asuso.
The AAUP met again yesterday to consider the revised edt>
Uon of the Student Affairs report which Is scheduled for presentation to the Faculty Senate
next Monday.

Bill Smoot

William R. Smoot, the former
editor of the Purdue University
Exponent, directed his remarks
to University reform at the second
assemblage of the Free
Speech Union
Monday night
"The student," said Smoot,
"Is an artist. ; .his canvas is
the world... his tools are thought,
literature,
and the Ideas of
great men."
The senior philosophy major
said "it is up to the student to
paint his world as he thinks it
should be."
"Who should the experience of
college benefit?" asked Smoot.
"Is the college operating for

students or fOr administrators?
The answer is obvious."
The speaker reminded his audience of 178 that a student will
spend his years In college asking
questions which will determine
the outcome of his life. "Educators should take great care In
providing the answers," he said.

lists' they are referring to those
writers who will not bend to their
every wish."
Smoot had comment on the
decision by the Board of Regents
to censure student Association
president Steve Wilborn tor his
distribution of the controversial
essay "The Student As Nigger."
"This," he said, "is clearly
Colleges Accuses
unconstitutional. . .No federal
Smoot accused college ed- court of law would uphold the.
ucators of ignoring the student Regents' decision.
completely in the classroom:
Offended By Profanities
"As long as a teacher has a
Smoot theorized that the adsyllabus to hand out and tests
ministration
was not particularto give, he is happy. . .if all the
ly
offended
by
the profanities in
students on this campus were to
leave, neither the teachers nor the article, but were frightened by
the administrators would notice the revolutionary message the
their absence for at least two essay delivered.
About this Smoot said, "The
weeks-- then they might realize
administrators
were acting on
that something's missing on the
fear.
.
.they
wanted
to nip free j
campus."
The Purdue Journalist cited speech in the bud. I hate to tell :
"doublespeak" on the part of the them, but they can't."
To support his criticism of the '
Eastern administration, "this
Regent's
action, Smoot quoted, i
administration," he said "will
a
Purdue
philosophy professor,:
tell you things with two meanings:
good and bad. When they by saying that an-honest lansay 'hippies and anarchists,' guage is the first brave step to
they are actually referring to honest life."
anyone who differs with their About the social restrictions
policies. When they say 'we will Imposed upon Eastern students,
study and review,' they mean Smoot said, "Your old friends
'we will loaf around and do back home that never come to
nothing about your requests until college are, generally, not supyou have graduated.' When they posed to be quite as intelligent
speak of 'irresponsible Journa(Continued on Page Ten)

Council Tackles Local Justice Bureaus

^Mitncy Head* Committee To Investigate Areas
approval
>roval of
< speakers and
Of Concern; Legal Aid May Be Retained
their topics on the basis of re-

EtvSwSgSE*^

ssttSr^Srf

university
can
be
Interpreted as violating- the principle
of acedemfr freedom to which
the AAUP H dedicated.
"We hope that In their future
activities the student body, win
Mscretion sad that In

set of off-campus speaker guidelines which they said were" compietely Inconsistent with those
principles of academic freedom
which guarantee the free and
rational examination of ideas and

14

levancy infringes both upon the
speaker's freedom of speech and
the student's freedom to listen."

n- T/Wn VTOTAPTM
The* the Council have open And the attorney general of
By JOB Ea>WAKDS
h-JEm -hare students may Kentucky be asked bis opinion
_NeW8JMitaT
fclSijand/oVnLe^rn^J concerning the l*aWy of *uHaving fired away this ^g ^-^ow alleged vio- dents who are natives of Kentucky
Contained in the resolution was
a provision calling for the More- year at the Powell Report utlong by Uw enforcement of- end have been precinct residents
head regents to reconsider the and Eastern's Board of Re- flcers and the courts.
tor 60 days, registering to vote in
guidelines, which required the ««*** the Student Council
Madison County,
e^^mm^ Am .«««**
approval of all speakers by the ^Sav took afel at RichO**™* ** Attorney
Thfj Councll ^^ ^ reso_
Morehead dean of students. The t^A^^AlSiMaMt nramtv
That findings of the hearings, .lution by near-unanimous voice
1940 AAUP Joint Statement on mono, ana maoison uwv.^ 8Ubmltted to the Msdlsou'Vote siter about 15 minutes of
Rights and Freedom of Stu - The Council passed a four-part County Grand Jury, the at- discussion about the topic Coundents, "affirms the principle
Kentucky, cil President Steve Wilborn apprinclple resolution investigating alleged torney general of'
that students should be free to "violations of civil rights and/ and the U.S. Department of Jus- pointed two committees i
— due
■*-•- process
——-» ~#
far by
hv the
th» resolution.
examine and discuss all ques- or
of !■•
law K»
by I*V
law anen- u-_
tics &_
to j.i..„ii.»nA..ihio«ini».
determine possible viola- for
Uons of Interest to them and to forcement officers and courts of tions of civil and legal rights.
Appointed to have open hearings
express opinions publicly and Richmond and Madison County."
That the Councll determine the were Councllmen Muncy, Carl
privately."
The resolution, introduced to feasibility of the Student Associa- Dosler, Tim Herr, Steve Rehthe Council by Representative Al- tion contracting an attorney to ad- fuss (chief Justice of Eastern'a
(Continued on Page Seven) leu Muncy. stipulates:
vise students of their rights. Student Court), and Jeff Okeson.
Appointed to study the feastbllity of retaining legal aid were
Councllmen Cralg Ammerman
and John Moody.
Motion Defeated
In other matters, a motion to
bring from the table a revised
Council constitution was defeated by a 32-29 standing vote.
Also, the Council approved the
appointment of three justices to
the Student Court. They are Charles Jenkins senior; Barie Laux,
Junior, and Mexico Hayden, sophomore.
Also, the Council paid tribute
to former President Dwlght D.
Eisenhower with a minute of silent prayer.
Prior to matters Tuesday,
the Councll had rejected
the
Powell Report and supported
President Wilborn who had been
censured by the. Board of Regents for distributing a controversial essay on campus.

Coed Gathering

WOMEN

For the second time In as many weeks, women students met to the ravine to discuss
women's hours policies and regulations. In
the discussion which took place, Dean Mary
K. Ingels (left) spoke to the women explaining committees which were now In the pro-

cess of discussing needed changes. A coed,
Pat LaRosa, argued to opposition to the majority of the other coeds when she questioned
the desirability of the suggested changes.
(Staff photo by John Graves)

Coeds Confront Dean Of Women With Grievances
BY PATTIE O'NEILL
FEATURE EDITOR
An estimated 125 girls
and
approximately 75 male sympathizers gathered in the ravine
Monday afternoon to discuss women's dorm hours and other
grievances.
The meeting turned into an
unorganized "speak-out" as the
leaders of the "movement" had
absented themselves and there
was no available
leadership.
Mary Ingels, dean of women,
was present and spoke to the
coeds. She advised them to contact their Inter-Dorm Council
representatives and make their
wishes, known.
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She explained the study which
President Robert Martin has
ordered the Inter-Dorm Council
to begin. The survey will Include colleges and universities
within s seven -stage areaOhio, Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee, Georgia, Virginia, and Kentucky.
"The results of this survey
will be presented to the girls
through Inter-Dorm Council when
it to completed," said
Dean
Ingels.
Several female students, primarily Mary Leyford and Annie
Hanabarough, engaged
Dean
Ingels to a question and answer
discussion on the activities, of

v

the Inter-Dorm Council and the
demands of the women.
Diane Stoeber, vice -preai dent of Inter-Dorm Council and
chairman of the committee studying Women's hours, said sixteen schools had been contacted thus far and that there are
five schools remaining.
Miss Stoeber further added,
"The results will not be publicized until the survey has been
completed and the findings studied."
Dean Ingels advised the girls
• to
request an open meeting
of the Inter - Dorm
that was what they.

^SSL"

Miss Stoeber then announced
that such a meeting would be possible and "announcements of the
meeting and a list of the dorm
representatives will be posted In
each dorm tomorrow."
After the meeting's dispersion.
Dean Ingels explained the facts
behind the survey.
"Sometime in late February."
she said, "President Martin
asked ame to get the governing
body of the women together and
have them make a study of the
problems worrying the girls.
This included the point system
and the sign-in and sign- out
(Geattooed oar Page Ten)

Discusses Proposal
Councilman Allen Muncy discusses a proposal he introduced
Tuesday to the Student Councll. The four-part proposal
basically concerned alleged violations of students' legal and
civil rights in Richmond and Madison County and the legality
of students voting In local elections. The proposal passed
by s near-unanimous vote.
(Staff photo by Ken Hariow)

Revised Powell Report Goes Back
Before Faculty Senate Monday
By JOHN PERKINS
Staff Writer
The Report on Student Affairs, subject of much criticism
upon its first release seven weeks
ago, goes back to the Faculty
Senate next Monday to a revised form.
Executive Dean J. C. Powell,
chairman of the faculty committee which drafted the report
to a study that now stretches
18 months, said last night bis
group has attempted "to clear
up some hazy terminology In
the report"
While Powell declined comment as to the particulars of
the revisions, he did say that
the new version will not suggest specific changes In women's hours. However, the suggestion for a thorough study of
all coed regulations still remains to the document
"What we have attempted to
do," said Powell, "la to remove,
or clarify wording which seemed to some to be misleading.''

The original report, released
February 10th, was the subject
of much discussion to three days
of open committee hearings at
which various students and faculty members presented criticisms of semantics and philosophies to the committee.

ter two weeks of heated debate.
Powell said the revisions and
amendments to the original r»port would necessitate s complete reprinting of the 48-page
document
^.--l.:
If approved by the Faoufty
Senate Monday, only ratification by the Board of Regents
At the same time, the Stu- will stand between the report
dent Council overwhehnmgly and adoption as the l
rejected the Powell Report af- dent code of conduct

Dr. Martin Discusses Rules
With Coeds' Dorm Council
BY KITTY DYEHOUSE
ORGANIZATION EDITOR
President Robert R. Martin
met with the Women's Inter dorm Council last Thursday to
discuss the problems of women
on campus. Throughout the meeting President Martin stressed
the point that he would not be

forced to make unlimited hours
for women.
Brenda Butler, president of
the women's Inter-Dorm Council, In a comment on his at tltude said, "The Council was
very Impressed with President
(Continued on Page Ten)
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Opposed To Proportionate Representation

Council's Games Outshine Injustices
It has become fashionable in the last few
weeks to throw all types of charges at the
administration of this University. Most of
those charges relate to prohibitive policies
or rules, and are well-founded.
_ Tuesday, the Student Council, taking a
cue from certain administrators, sidestepped an issue in a manner that was as chicken-hearted in nature as anything we've seen
come forth from the powers-that-be.
The Council and the administration of
this University seem to have a lot in common. So much, in fact, that they deserve
little more than they're receiving from each
other.
This last move by the Council was with-'
out doubt its best of all time.
They defeated a motion to remove a proposed Constitution from the table. It has
become obvious that this new Constitution

8

will not receive Council ratification — the
Greeks, military groups and religious organizations have banded together to insure
that
But these selfish students refused to even
bring the Constitution off the table and then
defeat it once and for all.
The reasoning is something called con*
science. The new Constitution calls for this
antiquated principle of proportionate representation — that system where your vote
carries the same weight as any other. The
present Council is not representative, not
proportionate; it's overloaded with the inward-looking, small organizations.
So, these students don't want to vote
against equality. They'd rather not have to
vote at all That way, there's no explaining
to do, no rationalizations to make.
It just so happens that the students op-

m IT
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What Is This Madness?
by craig ammerman
Eastern has banned an essay. Morehead
What is all this madness?
apparently stands ready to ban speakers.
While many Universities and governMaybe we've forgotten what universities
ment institutions have taken a quiet shift are all about Agree Or not witfajwhat he
to the left in the past days, months and had to say, Smoot's talk Monday served as
years, the system of higher education m a good reminder.
Kentucky has shifted towards the horrendToo often we cloud with political rhetoric
ous and absurd in past weeks.
the things that are really important Too
Maybe that lUfrrnwTi, «II tfvri limpUitV* often we have bauacx* idan and-individcation, or^probably even a drastic exaggera- uals, because i*^Y«gsa«<with vgbat they
say or we're afraid of w£at results they may
tion, but there is some truth in it — some
bring.
very disturbing truths.
It's about time — indeed, way past time
Eastern's Board of Regents got the ball — that we quit playing games and get down
rolling two weeks ago when they prohibited to some substantive talk.
the distribution of an essay because it conIt must be realized by all concerned that
tained a few four-letter words.
anybody's ideas — be he Stokely CarmiMorehead did an admirable job of fol- chael, Herbert Marcuse or Robert Shelton
lowing when that reputable institution re- ^—deserve a chance to be heard. It must be
leased a speaker policy last week that is realized that a University is a place for
discussion of anything by anybody at anynothing more than an outright ban on any
time.
individual that college does not desist its
It must be realized that by building prostudents to hear.
hibitive societies all we're doing is acquiesThe regents at Morehead, far outshining cing to the principles of prohibitive governtheir Eastern counterparts, gave power of ments. Fear of an individual, or an idea, or
approval for speakers solely to the dean' a work of art, or an essay crammed full of
of students.
obscenities is completely unfounded. How
Futhermore, Morehead students must sub- can anybody decide what's right or wrong,
mit written substantiation giving education- what he wants or doesn't want, if part of
al reasons when requesting speakers. Even an issue or question is censored right out
the Julian Bonds and BUI Smoots, and who of existence?
can deny that Smoot wasn't an excellent
What higher education in this state and
speaker, don't stand a chance at Morehead. on this campus must now do is rid itself of
The issues here are not minor or second- prohibitive policies and rulings, open its
ary, or even petty and picky as many in- doors to anyone wishing to enter, and quit
dividuals have asserted.
being afraid of what somebody might say
Free speech, freedom to hear, freedom or do.
to inquire — that's what the surface issues
As I see it, until the madness a ceased,
are. And that certainly isn't secondary or we will be participating in an educational
minor.
experience that is only second-rate.

HIPttR
couu?

Guest Editorial

Regents Action
Defended
By 'Leader'
The president of she Eastern Kentucky
University studenfrv^overnmeht, who also
serves as the student representative on the
EKU Board of Regents, has wisely returned
copies of a controversial leaflet to the office
of President Robert Martin.
The situation is more or less the culmination of a series of events which have
brought into the limelight an obscenityladen treatise which was written two years
ago by a college professor in California. It
was entitled "The Student As Nigger" and
purported to tell how students and faculty
nowadays are being put upon by school administrators.
The Eastern student, W. Stephen Wilbom, undertook to distribute the leaflet on
the EKU campus with a covering letter saying, "I could not but notice many parallels
between our status as students and that of
those students discussed in the essay"
The Board of Regents acted promptly,
and wisely, in censuring the student government president and ordering him to return
the leaflets to President Martin's office.
The EKU Regents were correct in their
decision; they were not wrong as The Lexington Herald said in an editorial March
22. The Herald illogkaUy called the
board's move "censorship" and "stifling
peaceful dissent"
The regents were not trying to censor;
they were merely trying to prohibit the dis(Continued On Page Tina)
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posing equality are much of the same group
that continually assails The Progress for
lacking in fortitude. That is certainly an
ironic accusation.
We have resigned ourselves to defeat of
the Constitution. A document (one that was
excellently prepared) of this importance
should be put on a referendum. But you can
be sure these same representatives are going to oppose any move to let the student
body decide if it wants a government that
has proportionate representation.
Still, we believe another motion should
be made to remove the Constitution from
the table and place it on a referendum. A
roll call vote should be called, so The Progress may carry the names of those students
who fear a free and open discussion of a
government based on equality.
And it should be made public the names
of students who, on one hand accuse the
administration of delaying tactics and avoiding issues, and then rum around and pull
the same tricks themselves.
It's for certain these students do not deserve to be free of 'm loco parentis,' or
even enjoy an atmosphere of academic freedom. Their actions overrule their accusations, and the games they play far outshine
the injustices they're rendered.
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Regents, President tti Erim
Dear Editor:
This past week a flagrant violation
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Now A Chain
Dear Editor:
Eastern Kentucky University once was a ban.
Now It's a chain.
SmoereJhr yours, '
Partol Wayne Kant

Jo^^ra?^u^tu^^\^ltSS ffie*of
a campus. Almost any American eonege or Uni- stijdent'government presKn?..
versity was sound, safe and offered true acade- for distributing copies of "The
mic challenge. But now f smllies have to exa- Nigger," was a clear violation of
mine the record of demonstrations, strikes, shut- Amendment guarantee of the right to disdowns, drug use, etc., In choosing a college for seminate ideas, no matter how unpopular they
their children.
are to the President of the University or anyone
else.
»
I am sure there are thousands of others who
According to Webster's definition of a "uniagree with me, when I say that It la with a
sense of pride and gratefulmess that we live in . versity" It is, "a body of persons gathered at a
a community where we have such a good uni- ' particular place for rtlsssmhwlliiM, and assimilaversity, and where conditions offer so much for ting knowledge in advance form." This is not
the prosperity, security and happiness of the restricted to book knowledge, but includes the
future, and we hope it will always remain that itissemlnatiou of Ideas. As one of the more conservative members of the Judicary has exway.
plained 'The First Amendment's basic guarantee
Sincerely,
is of freedom to advocate Ideas. Its guarantee
R. B. Pergrem
Is not confined to expression of Ideas that are
conventional or shared by a majority.. .And tn
Chairman Americanism Committee
the realm of ideas It protects expression which
Kentucky Elke Association
Is eloquent no less than that which is unconvincing." The law of our land has long been
that "The freedom to distribute Information to
every citisen wherever he desires to receive it,
is. ..vital to the preservation of a free society.."
Dear Editor:
President Martin's action violated the right
Thursday, March 20, Jackson County High of students on campus to receive Information,
School was fortunate to have the EKU Gym- which the Supremo Court has observed, hi nenastic Club perform for us. This Is the 2nd cessary for the preservation of a free society.
year that we have requested Dr. Barney Groves
By his conduct, ho hindered the right to cirand this group to visit us. Our students think culate information and stifled the right to critthey are the "greatest!" The performances they icise which are protected by the First Amendgave were excellent and their behavior and at- ment Expression In a free society becomes valtitudes were something of which EKU could uable when it ■**—**fritfj rethinking and rebe proud. They represent a truly fine school examination of our values and institutions. Acin a truly fine way.
cordingly the 8upreme Court has noted that
There Is no better way for you to 1st East- "a function of Tree speech* under our system of
ern Kentucky high schools know what a tre- government Is to Invite dispute, and "free
mendous physical educstion department you speech" may best serve Its high purpose when
have than to have roprosentsUvos such aa this it induces a condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction with condition, as they are, or even
group going Into the high schools.
These •young people and Dr. Groves deserve stirs people to anger."
The right of aoadomto freedom has been hold
.appreciation from all for their outby the courts to be protected by the First
Amendment and this freedom Is not limited to
Slncerely yours,
the administration or the faculty at a university,
Frances Shepherd,
but Includes the right of students to voice their
Jackson County High School
dissent to university policy. The Supreme Court
Mckee, Kentucky
(Continued On Page Three)
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" President Praised
Dear Editor:
I am sura I speak the sentiment of the dtlsens of this community, when I say that I would
like to take this means to congratulate Or.
Martin, the Board of Regents and the faculty
of Eastern Kentucky University for the splendid manner In which they have boon able to
operate the University during these critical
times. I also wish to congratulate the students
on Os» commendable, manner 1ft Which they have
conducted themselves.
Some of our colleges are suffering so much
trouble that It Just doesn't seem reel Prior to
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Regents Action Defended
(Continued From Pag* Two)

the Kernel, did print the essay, but it was
tribution of obscene material. The essay in a version from which earthly vulgarisms
question contains several passages which had been deleted. This was basically the
could be termed obscene and vulgar.
point which was made by the EKU Board
The Herald in its editorial said that the of Regents. No censorship was intended,
controversial leaflets had been distributed no stifling of dissent. The board's action
widely on campuses across the nation, "in- was one prompted
by decency and normal
man r
i*i
*
■ .*
".
'
cluding a two-page spread in the student morality.
newspaper at thciUrivamty of Kentucky" • TT# astert board was rfot wrong; tfc
At least in that one instance The Herald Lexington Herald editorial was wrong.
editorial was correct The UK newspaper,
The Lexington Leader

What was General Eisenhower? DeGaullc
stated, "I shall always remember a great
soldier, and eminent statesman, a sincere
friend of France." Johnson remembers him
"as a wise and valued counselor.. .my dose
and lasting friend. President Nixon de»
scribed him as the "first citizen of the
world."
Soldier. Stateman. Friend. By carrying out
these three roles, Eisenhower was able to
become one of the most beloved international public figures representing the United
States.
Not too many students will remember
his role as a soldier. As commanding general of the largest military force in the
world, Eisenhower directed the Sicilian and
Italian invasion, winning him the Legion
of Merit. On June 6, 1944 he directed the
«Normandy landing which led to an Allied
triumph in France and the surrender of
Germany. He became an international hero
and retained this image. Twenty-five representatives from foreign nations attended
his funeral.
Students may recall his term as statesman. International and national issues, such
as Korea and Little Rock, threatened United
States progress during this period. But local
development was not politically hampered.
From Department of Housing and Home
Finance, Eastern received approximately
$4,000,000 in loan during the eight years
Eisenhower was in.office. Used for dormitory construction, the improved housing
capacity resulted in increased enrollment.
From 1500 students in 1932, Eastern's enrollment doubled to 3000 in I960.
Students expressed "I Like Ike" sentiments in mock elections on campus during
both his campaigns, by giving him a majority of the votes. When Eisenhower spoke
at the University of Kentucky in 1956, 300
students traveled by bus to hear him.
Following his terms of of f ice, Eisenhower
retired his political role but maintained his
position as friend. By voicing his support
to wormy causes and advising Presidents
Johnson and Kennedy when asked, he
achieved the most sought-after national ■
image: the ideal public image, molded
by his sincere sense of responsibility.
That is why even Truman must say, "I
cannot forget his services to his' country."
Eisenhower, made himself unforgettable because )he accepted and fulfilled whatever
'-role' he was asfceirto take*'
That's the most a country can ask or
receive from any man.

President, Regents

(Continued From Page Two)
has stated "The vigilant protection of constitutional freedom la nowhere more vital than In
the community of American Schools."
President Martin's rationalisation for the censorship was that the leaflet was "extremely obscene/' Having examined the article In question,
the absurdity of President Martin's characterization is quite obvious to me, but even If he
were correct in so characterizing It, that does
not excuse censoring its publication. The Supreme Court has noted "The protection given
free speech and press was fashioned to assure
unfitted interchange of ideas which bring about
political and social changes desired by people,
and all ideas having even the slightest redeeming social importance have the full protection
of the guarantees of the First Amendment"
The leaflet, "The Student as Nigger" la provocative of thought and therefore has redeeming social value. Accordingly it has been published in school newspapers across the country
without Invocation of administration censorship.
The circulation of "The Student as Nigger" on
the Eastern campus was not a threat because
It Is obscene. It was, nevertheless a threat It

was a threat because it focused attention on
deficiencies In the administration of University
campuses; on the hypocrisy of such common Inconsistencies as preaching the glory of American Democracy to students held by the administration in the bondage of second class dtisenshlp. It poses a threat to University officials
who prefer the comfort of administration by
autocratic flat, to the challenge of serving a
community dedicated to the search for
knowledge, new Ideas and new Institutions.
William Wobbekind
Alumnus of EKU

Parking Situation

Dear Editor:
°
I realize that EKU has a serious parking
problem. I have been told that if one parks his
car on a yellow line he will graciously receive a
$2.00 fine by means of a ticket. I would like
to know why one cannot park legally, in front
of a dorm over night, and not have his car
broken into and loose everything he owns. Does
one have to park illegally before his car is
noticed by authorized personnel?
Protectively,

Shop Friday 9: to 9:
Saturday 9: to 6:

. ... the young fashion
Shop of Richmond

Congratulations to Miss Suzie Hutchinson,
220 Burnam Hall. .. winner of Elizabeths "Win
your Way to Fla." drawing.

Get ready for Spring-break and
Summer from our great
collection of casual Fun
clothes.

■\

From Bobbie Brooks . . . Great for girls-on-the-go. Stripes
and solids In shape keeping knits. Selfenergtzing in a textured, machine washable and dry able Bobbie Knit blend of 65% acetate, 35%
polyester. In red, navy, white and green.
Dresses 16.00. Also in knit tops, shorts, elephant leg pants
and suffed wide leg cullotts.
... and don't miss all the new
fashion additions at Elizabeths.
* Also Tan and After Tan
* Riviera import Sun glasses

•

* Exciting bell-plants * Sump Suits
Cut-out and Bra Shifts
* Youhftul new lounge and Sleepwear
* Scarves, Chain belts and Sun straws.
Free-swinging Shift
Gown and smartly tailored Coat in never-press
assortment of pink, blue,
maize or aqua.

ELDERS
v>

S^BSS^BSB^H;

^ ■

* The K Rain or Shine Coats
* Cullotts, pant dresses, swim suits
and much, much more.

MB
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The View

From Here

Spring Sports' Teams Have
0-7 Mark With Weatherman

Eastern*s spring sports turns
have a combined record of 07 in favor of the weatherman.
lv Kilt PA»K Progress $oorfs Miter
Rain has forced postponement
of seven encounters.
Coach Charles (Turkey) Hughes has suffered the most from
With the college and high school basketball titles the Inclement weather, postpon-

Baseball Opens Monday

settled for the 1969 year, sports' fans fancy in Kentucky turns to the major league baseball scene.
Last year both American and National League races
?vided little enjoyment the first three months for the
^Jieball fan unless they were St. Louis Cardinal
$r Detroit Tiger fans. St. Louis won the National League
* inant by nine games, and Detroit was the victor in the
lerican League by a 12 game margin.
This year the National League race looks like a two.n battle in each division. In the East Division, St
lis and Chicago should be the top teams, with the
^•dinals having the upper hand. Some baseball experts
bave said that the Redbirds could win as many as 105
ies. (Last year they picked up 97 victories.)
The Cardinals pitching staff presents probably four
f: the best starters in the game today — Bob Gibson,
"illie Briles, Ray Washburn, and Steve Carlton. De[sively, they have a consistent catcher Tim McCarver, a
able infield, and the fastest outfield in the majors —
^ Brock in left, Curt Flood in center, and newly acquired Vada Pinson in right.
Chicago has power in Billy Williams, Ron Santo, and
Ernie Banks, and steady pitching from Ferguson Jenkins and Ken Holtzman, but whether this will offset the
mL Louis strength remains to be seen.
In the Western Division, a two-way tangle between
. Francisco and Cincinnati should occur. The Reds
the major leagues in batting last year in the "Year
.the Pitcher," but San Francisco can hit the long ball
fh such sluggers as Willie Mays, Jim Ray Hart, and
llie McCovey in the lineup. Pitching for these two
. JDS should be adequate with Juan Marichal and Jim
Maloney being the star hurlers for San Francisco and
Cincinnati, respectively.
: In the American League, the Eastern section is by
far the stronger division. It has the first five finishers
in last year's final standings—Detroit, Baltimore, Cleve(Continued on Page Six)

STOP BY FOR A DELICIOUS
MEAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 6 A.M.

Featuring
Central Kentucky's finest
Curb - Dining Area

-COMEASYJ>IH«EAIE

OKI

LATE SNACK WE

Pat Geron

I/8SK for

'I

. . . featuring the Bfe insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusively
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR"

NOW. . . you
sharply reduced
help you oat started
first three years*

o

"A little time now can pay oft
in a lifetime of satisfaction."

o

NOW . . . you can aetal the
Life
facts from your
representative.
NOW . . .
the IENEFACT0
poltcy planned «
far coueoja MM*

• • •

See William A. Manz
"Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460
it

Greg Stephenson. a freshmen from Lupeer, Michigan, figures
in Eastern's tennis hopes for 1969. The tennis squad's next
home match Is April 26 when they host the University of
Cincinnati.
,
■ .

ENGRAVING FREE
On All Purchases While You Wait
WEDDNIG BANDS - DIAMONDS - WATCHES
Famous BraQnd Names You Know & Trust

KESSLIER'S

Richmond's Prestlgue Jewelers For Over 26 Yes.
BEOLEY DRUG NEXT DOOR
PH. 623-1292

OVER 300 WES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS
and
Car Tape Players-Home Tape Players - Stereo
'Your Electronic Headquarters"

BY JIMMY HOUSE
EKU VS. BEREA
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
Singles
Eastern's tennis team opened ^^ Q^ (E) def# J# Durham
its season last Friday with a rB\ 6_l 6-1
9-0 win over Berea but dropTo|B, r^yfe (E) def. D. Strickped a match to Western 8-1 the ler (B) 6_0 Q_2
ne*tday.
Llnday Rlggins (E) def. W.
, . j Bryd (B) 6-4, 6-2
Marty Gool, who transferred Mel y^a (E) def. B. Neville
here from Henry Ford Commun- (B) 6_2 6-1
tty College in Detroit where he Pat Geron (E) def. F. Howard
was runner-up in the National (Bj Q_J 6_0
Junior College* Tournament has, • *re£ sispbenson (E) de*. *
won both of Us singles matches Peters (B) 8-0 6-1
«■•*•»■■
Doubles
Along with Gool la another Ifcvls-Rlgglns (E) def. Du*.
transfer student. Mike Barnes, ham-Strlckler (fir7-5 6-2
who finished third in the same Gool-Martln (E) def. Byrd These three golfers return for Coach Glenn PresnelL Teeing
tourney last year. Barnes is NeviUe (B) 6-1, 6-0
off in the foreground is Paul Schultz. Watching In the background are John Newton, left, and Jim Saundere, right
from Prince George Junior Col- Geron- Stephenson (E) def.
Howard - Peters (B) 6-0, 6-0
(Staff photo by Craig Clover)
lege in Washington. D.C.
EKU VS. WESTERN
Returnees from last year's
Singles
squad include the OVC's number Marty Gool (E) def. Vladimir
two singles tttllat, Tom Davis,
and the number four champion Zabrcdsky (W) 8-6,-4-6, 6-1
Marty Robinson (W) def. Tom
Lindy Rlggins.
Davis (E) 4-6, 6-2.8-6
Rich Gilmore,(W) def. Liney
Rlggins (E) 3-6,6-2,2-6
Hector Cordero def. Mel Mar/
tin (E) 6-3, 6-2
Pedro Valentin (W) def. Pat
Geron (E) 8-3, 6-2
Jose Coss (W) def.Greg8tephenson (E) 6-3, 6-0
Doubles
Robinson- Gllmore (W) def.
Davis-Rlggins
(E) 6-3, 6-2
Cordero- Valentin (W) def.
Gool-Martln (E) 7-5 8-6
Zabrodsky-Coss (w) def. Geron-Stephenson 8-6, 6-2

College Life Insurance Company
Of America

Greg Stephenson

I

LA
for
CAR and HOME

Freshman Pat Geron, Springfield, Ohio, is a promising newcomer to the Eastern tennis team. Eastern was third in
OVC play in 1967 and 1968. The tennis squad travels to
Lexington Friday for a match with Western and matches
Saturday with Kentucky and Tennessee.

Three Returning Golfers

UNTIL 12 A.M.

NOW . . . yea
lower lesaraece
you ore a preffarrea risk

Coach Connie Smith found
plenty of reason to smile after
his team competed in the Florida Relays Friday and Saturday.
His freshman relay team of
George White, Winston Emanuel,
Keith Bertrand and Merv Lewis
won both the mile relay (3:17)
and the sprint medley relay (3:27).
Grant Colehour finished third
In a two-mile run and Ken Silvious was second In the steeplechase.
Wilbert Davis came though with
another fine performance, finishsecond in file long Jump with a
measurement of 24-4 (He was
beaten by 1/4 Inch) and fourth
In the pole vault, clearing 156.
"I was real pleased with our
freshmen," said Smith. "Some
of the top teams in the country f
were In the Florida Relays.
Coach Jack Adams' tennis team
has defeated Berea and lost to
Western Kentucky in two
matches.
Marty Gool, runner-up In the
Junior College NCAA last season, has won both bis matches
for the Colonels.
"Marty's a great one," said
Adams. "He should be hard to
beat In the OVC."
Adams said Mike Barnes, who
was third In the NCAA Junior
College tournament, will be lost
for at least another three weeks
with a broken wrist.

Tennis Team Downs
Berea,Loses To Western

M©@MAlf IBBVAUBANt

FOI THAT

said Hughes, "and I had hoped
we could get some games under
our belt before the OVC schedule
•tarts."
Despite the accent on youth,
Hughes feels he has the makings
of a good team.
/
"Of course. If s hard to tell
until they perform under pressure/' he said.
i A deeper pitching corps,
headed by senior Ron Andrews,
provides a hint of optimism ior
Hughes.
Here's his tentative starting
lineup, listed In their batting
order:
Leading off will be veteran
center-fielder Wayne Hucker.
Then come left fielder Cralg Milburn; Dave Cupp (IB); Jimmy
Cain (3B); Mike Goebel (C); Bill
Ashby (2B); Ken Blevltt (SS);
Larry Cook (RF); and Andrews.
The golf team has bad one triangular match, with Toledo and
Centre postponed. They've split
their other two matches.
Coach Glenn Presnell's team
dropped a close one to Kentucky
In Its opener 386-382 and then
-rebounded to defeat Xavier 204 In match play at Cincinnati.
Presnell has been impressed
with the performances of Paul
Schultz, medalist at Xavier, and
freshman Tim Brown, who was
medalist against UK. Dennis
Bruneau has been the most consistent of Eastern's golfers.

ing a total of four games.
Hughes was scheduled to open
his season last week, but It apapears now that the Colonels'
first test will be against Ohio
Valley Conference rival Morehead on Saturday.
"We've got a young team,"

...the family store
and
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

1»B W. IRVINK «T.

Come
And Meet The
jimiwa-flHl

f+

PLEASING
PEOPLE

290 South Second
Next To Wallaces Book Store
Spacious Dining Area
— also —
Carry-Out - Delivery

I

'-'

"
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Eastern Hosts Morehead To Open OVC Play
Morehead will present
the
first OVC opposition for Eastern
in a doubleheader Saturday on
"Turkey" Hughes Field.
Morehead
led the Eastern
Division last year with a 6-4
record but lost to Middle Ten nessee in the OVC playoff.
Returning as baseball coach
after
a two year absence is
John (Sonny) Allen, who coach-

ed Morehead baseball from 1955
through 1958 and in 1966. Allen
had been serving as freshman basketball coach and golf
coach during his absence from
the baseball coaching ranks.
"Since I only saw the team
play twice last year, I will have
to experiment during the first
few games before I know how
many of the players perform In

competitive situations," Allen
said.
Allen said he Is quite satisfled with his pitching staff, where
there is good overall depth. The
returnees include All- OVC
righthander Jim Martin, who pitched a no - hitter in the OVC
playoff and posted a 5-3 record last season.
Four lefthanders are
re-

turning from last year's staff -Lynn Lysien, Dan Dennis, Dave
Stultz, and Jimmy Webb. Dennis
struck out 21 men in 20 in nings'and Lysien was the second most active pitcher behind
Martin with 46 Innings pitched.
Al Frazier, a part- time second baseman, is a returning right
-handed relief pitcher. He won
two games and lost one while

striking out 13 men in 17 innings
last season.
Newcomers on the mound staff
are freshman lefthander Tommy
Miller, transfer lefthander Mike
Hasselbach, and Junior right hander David Churchman, who is
playing his first year of college
baseball.
Some adjustments are being
made in the Infield, Allen said.

Mike Punko, the only Eagle who
played in all
27 games last
year, will probably play third
base. Punko led the team in home
runs with
five
and runs
batted in with 17 while batting
.284.
The leading candidates for
shortstop are Sam Daugherty,
a returnee, and Don Sims, affeshman. Reese Stephenson, who hit

.304 last season, will play either
first or third base. If. Stephenson plays third base, Punko will
switch to center field and John
Kieffner will play first.
Bruce Gentry, who batted .355
In 10 games last season,
and
Frazier, who hit .235, will probably divide the second base duties.
(Continued on Page Six)
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Jimmy Cain
Jimmy Cain,
a senior from
Richmond, Ky., is one of two
returning starters for the Eastern baseball squad. Cain was
third in the nation in RBI's and
sixth in home runs last season.
(Staff photo by Craig Clover)

Syndicates Win
Volleyball
Championship
BY J. DARNELL PARKS
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
The volleyball tournaments
were held Monday with the Syndicates being the eventual winner.
In the upper bracket teams i
contention were: Martin
PBR's, Warriors end The B<
Boys, jlhey were Mftched wijfo
each other In the order.
fa the lower bracket Mag.
Mach, Soul Inspiration, Snydicates, and Ape Mint They were
also matched in that order.
In the semi-finals were the
P.B.R.'s, Warriors, Mag. Machine, and the Snydlcates, also in
thai order.
In the championship game were
the Warriors and the Snydlcates.
They Snydlcates won the game for
the championship.
Dr. Groves also announced that
entries are due for swimming.
Each person that takes part In
this event Is required to have
three workouts by April 8th. Dr.
Groves also said that the pool
will be open the following dates
and times:
Thurs., April 3 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Mon. and Tue., April 7, 6:008:00 p.m.
Below are listed the weight
lifting results:
Weight classes:
123 lbe\.
'
1st place-John Scarbough TKEJ
132 lbs.
1st place-Ray
Susong PDT
2nd place-Ish Purcell TKE
148 lbs.
1st place-Terry Murphy
DU|
2nd place-Bill Duna
TKE
3rd place-Tim Lanforsiek PKA
4th place- Bob Wagner BOX
168 lbs.
1st place-Doug Treadway
2nd place- Frank Campo
3rd place-John Barker

Unlimited
1st place-Doug Johnston
2nd place-Bob Webb
3rd place-Vern Town

PDT
BOX
PKi I

12 NOON
I

I
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. .also you can eat the egg. . . soft provided
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DON'T
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DON'T
212 WATER STREET
DIAL 623-9074
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Jolly Volly's
Capture Title

■

?v

■

1

The Jolly Vdlly's won the
women's Intramural volleyball
tournament. Mrs. Maupin and the
I-M Department were pleased
to see as many girls take part
in this sport as did. There were
about 20 teams that took part
in this sport.
Also, In sports coming up f
the spring will be swimming.
This meet Is due to take place
in May, but no date has been set
as to when entries will be due.
A roster of ten players must
be submitted on or before April
11. There will be only one league of softball. Select a captain
and a team name before entering. All play will be on Hood
Field
near Observatory —
Tuesdays 5:30-7:00 p.m. beginning April 8 with practice and
continuing with competition after
spring vacation.

ENDS ??

■

i

BOXl
-DU

181 lbs,
1st place-Dan Watson
TKEI
2nd place-Dave Stebblng OX
3rd place-Bob Roberts
BOX
4th place-Glyn Town
DU

SATURDAY APRIL 5

That's our; aim. To keep your wardrobe in tune with
the times with the perfect combo of color and style in
casual wear. The latest in string knits, contrasted with
the new bold look in casual slacks. Like to go for the
new pleated scooter skirt and sporty knit top? Smart.

EARLY
The perfect outfit
for those special
afternoon occasions.1
A guy just naturally
comes to life irr
this year's new
bold pattern sport
coats... and how's
the rest of your
wardrobe? Simplicity
is the key to
"cool." Let the new
colors of our tailored
look of spring help
you do your thing.

ffiljtMmumitySliop

1
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Tazel Signs Pact With
San Diego Chargers
John Tazel, Eastern's leading pass receiver last season,
has signed a professional contract with the San Diego Chargers.
tazel, 6-foot, 180- pounder
from Allqulppa, Pa., will Join
the American Football League
Club in July.
He caught 87 passes for 1,065
yards for the Colonels, playing
at bom wingback and split end.
The senior mam and history
major becomes the fourth Eastern player in two seasons to
Join the
professional ranks.
Last season, split end Aaron
Marsh signed with The Boston
Patriots as their third round

Biting Remark
<>•&*

i.

Women s Volleyball Champs

•K

These girls are the women's Intramural
volleyball champs for 1969. The next activity
for the women will be softball to begin the

week after Spring vacation. The team name
Is Jolly Volly's. (Staff photo by Larry Bailey)

Baltimore Colt linebacker Mike
Curtis, noted for his ferocity,
tells in the current issue of
SPORT Magazine how he's like
to deal with reporters who describe him as "an animal.**
"I may go up to the next sportswriter who asks me if I'm really
an animal." says Curtis, "and
take a bite out of bis arm."

rWooden Has Tough Time With Team's Curfew
I
1
F
•

Coaching the UCLA basketball ing rules, coach John Wooden
team isn't all a bed of roses, *** superstar Lew Alcindor.
according to an article in the The players' attitude toward
current issue of SPORT Mag - their coach was Indicated durazlne revealing the players' ing the period before areattitudes toward curfews, train- cent tournament game when

Also on the subject of Al Coach Wooden imposed a 10:30 cindor, one of his teammates
curfew on the 1
all ignore the man explained:
"We'll
H
a l
***
* * "Jeas usual, commented oneplay- tton
M " f
from being by himself. He's
er.
In answer to a question about.not that close to (Sid) Wicks or
what action Wooden would take "^^^"'thal?
otToST
a player were caught out after J« seekin* their own
and he doesn't like to
curfew, forward Lynn Shackel- *"rei
that
close to whites."
g
ford replied:
"It aU depends on how you're That coaching Lew Alcindor
playing. If you've been playing »nd the UCLA, basketball team
good, he'll let you go pretty; creates its own special presmuch as you please. It's been sures was admitted by wooden in
looser since the big man h»» answer to an Inquiry as
M
whether coaching would be more
fun when Alcindor is gone.

draft choice and Chuck Siemoo, under Coach Roy Kldd, the Cola defensive end, signed as aonels have won 23 games, lost
free agent with San Francisco, six and Ued two, winning the
Quarterback Jim Guice signed Ohio Valley Conference twice.
two weeks ago with the Clever They were sixth in the final
land Browns.
Associated Press college di -In the past three seasons vision poll this year.

Opening Day Monday
(Continued from Page Four)

land, Boston, and New York—and last place Washington.
Detroit will field the same team that won the
world's championship last season and should repeat as
the Eastern Division champs. However, the Tigers could
be hard-pressed by Boston, Cleveland, and Baltimore.
If the injury-bug doesn't visit the Red Sox, and if Baltimore and Cleveland can collect the hits when needed to
back up their solid pitching staffs, an interesting race
could develop.
The American League's Western Division is probably the weakest in baseball. Oakland's youth and the
established players of Minnesota will probably be the
only two teams in contention.
We see the winners of the National League divisions to be St. Louis (East) and Cincinnati (West), with
the Cardinals being the eventual NL winner. Detroit
seems to be the choice in the American League's Eastern Division, and Oakland should take the Western
crown. The winner in the playoffs should be Detroit
With the solid infield, superb pitching, and the
speediest outfield in baseball, the 1969 World Championship flag should be flying in Busch Memorial Stadium in
October.

Signs With Chargers
John Tazel, Eastern senior from AJquippa, Pa., signed a professional football contract with the San Diego Chargers of
the American Football League. Tazel played split-end and
wingback during his college career at Eastern.
(Staff Photo by D. A. Rains)

NIGHT PH. 623-4574
623-6969

OFFICE PH. 623-3830

Golfers Lose To Kentucky
EVANS C. SPURLIN
REALTOR
FARMS

-

COMMERCIAL

-

RESIDENTIAL

r&ftWwX"ALIC-HON

SALES

DOUGLAS CHEMAULT, Salesmin
PHILIP CUNNA6IN.• ■)Salesman
..
'■»••►%
RICHMOND. KY.

enterfielder Lee Hucker

Canf ield Motors

Lee Hucker, a senior from Hamburg, New.Jersey, returns
at the centerfield position for the Colonels. Hucker hit .289
and was second In home runs for Eastern last year.
(Staff photo by Cralg Clover)

"WE'LL DELIVER TO YOU'

ANDY'S Pizza Palace
DIAL 623-5400
"LETS 6ET PIZZACATED"

OLDSMOBILE

1

All Makes Serviced
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
(

Across From Krogcrs—Phone 623-4010

M>ur last check
from home
just bounced?

Think it over, over coffee.

m

Faricwan Thin* Drink Mug. tend 75ten4,yawMmeanaaMMela:
Think Drink Mug. Dept. N. P.O. Bra 559. NeWWo *"*■ 100*I.WalnHmatlanalOaHaeOrg»imall«».

&fj0p

623-9674
212 WATER ST.

SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS
INCLUDING RAZOR CUTS,
AND HAIR STYLING
Thank You For Your Patronage

OVC Opener

OND

[PRE EASTER CLEARANCE
on
Ladies Spring Coats
& Suits
$1g88 $2388 $2788
\

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

I

1

DRIVE IN THEATRE

Tare Five)
4 M«IM South on UA 25
<
Berea Road—Ph. SM-1718
Jim Daugherty, a freshman second baseman-shortstop, will be
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
a utility infielder.
Leading
outfield prospects
Country Musk Spectacuhr
are AU-OVC outfielder Eddie
Walllngford, Gary Paulin, Tim COUNTRY MUSK GOES TO TOWN"
Dawson. and Kieffner WalllngPLUS "SING A SONG"
ford hit .276 with three home
runs last season. Paulin hit .271
AND A JOHNNY CASH
and two home runs in semi "AU STAR EXTRA*
regular action, and Dawson saw
action in only eight games.
- SATURDAY - '
"Our catching is sound with
All-OVC catcher Steve Dunker Pi^erlaT WiumAsM
behind the plate," Allen said. IMNHNI
WNMRfMM'l1
Dunker hit .280 in 28 games
Backing up Dunker will beMartyj
Finkelstein and freshman Bob
lOvrCrasyWerMI
Helnoe.
"We will be working hard try^
ing to Improve our defensive infield play and get more men hitting for an average.
The Colonels
also have al
Ihome encounter with TransyIvania Monday.
,

LERMANS

I nil*

2U?p

CORNER OF SECOND ana MAIN
Sea and try our naw
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something naw
in Hair Cutting
No Itching
No Scratching

\

TheThink Drink.
®l,el«l,W3HS»|opt|i

Green's Barber Shop

Eastern's Tim Brown, a freshPaul LaGoy' led Kentucky by
men from Louisville, Ky., garn- firing a 74, two-over par. Jade
ered medalist honors in a bpme Davis and Dallas McCoy both
match against the University of shot
75's
for the Wildcats'
Kentucky last Friday, but Eastern
Other scores for Kentucky
lost. The Colonels were edged were Bryan Griffith (77), Tad
382-385 by the Wildcat llnksters Lindsey (81), and DonRioux(83).
at the Madison Country Club.
This was the first loss to KenPlaying in
a strong wind, tucky that Eastern has suffered
Brown shot a one-over-par 73 in several years.
to lead all golfers.
Friday and Saturday the ColOther Eastern scores were Jim onels will entertain Central
John Newton(77). Michigan at the Madison Counoae;
J C*0% BdbG^detf.^
Schultt.

gamgrapliijfaiacro.,
IMfMiimfjfy fWMMfl IU IN fwit Nm M.(.

ROBERT SHAW

RYAN^gg.
SUN. - MON. ■ TUE.
TOM NARBiNI
PATTY McCORMACK
"BORN WILD"
IN COLOR

EASTER IS HERE
£oak MeuA
£ook fodtjUt . . . look tf-g/top.
for YOUR smartest fashions this Easter
P.S. Easier Egg Hut
This Sitirday

I
I

—

■

■■
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'Seventeen Printing
Coed's Biography

Students Need To Critically Study
Traditional Concept Of Education

consultants to the Office of Ecoby GAYLE 8CHL0BS
nomic Opportunity for Upward
RESEARCH EDITOR
Bound published the story in
Writing about the "poverty
their December, 1968 issue,
stricken hills of Kentucky"has Norma Gordon, affiliated with
finally paid off for Sherry Brash-the Washington office of Ecoear an 18-year-old freshman nomlc Opportunity, contacted
from Mason's Creek.
Miss Brashear after reading her
Miss Brashear, a speech and story in Idea Ezhange.
She
drama major has had her bio- asked Miss Brashear to submit
graphy accepted for publication stories to her which she in turn
by "Seventeen Magazine." The submitted to Seventeen Magaalne
article deals with her life's and other publications. The feebackground in Mason's Creek ture editor of Seventeen then callfrorn her pre-school days to the ed Miss Brashear and asked her
end of her first semester here at to write a non-fiction story about
Eastern.
her Ufa. Miss Brashear subWhen asked about her reaction mitted the story which will be
to the acceptance of her article published by Seventeen In their
by "Seventeen", she said "It forthcoming July issue,
all happened so suddenly. I did
Numerous other articles and
not expect it."
poems by Miss Brashear have
While attending Eastern's Up- been published in Kentucky newsward
Bound program. Miss papers, and an educational essay
Brashear wrote a story for her was published in the magaalne
English Composition class about Shout. Almost everything she
her reaction to the Upward Bound has written has dealt, in some
Program. This story "The Faith form or other, with Mason's
Miss Brashear said,
of Mason's Creek; Reflection on Creak.
Upward Bound" was placed on the "I see romanticism where evAssociated Press wire 'or Mrs. eryone else sees poverty and
Batty Balks of the News and Pub- hardship." She feels she was
lications Departmet.
born out of her time. She savs
The
magaalne "Idea Ex- she is too much of a romantic
changed," published monthly by to succeed in the realistic writthe Educational Associates, Inc., ing field of today.

(CPS)-- The necessary thing Is and there (like a pass-fall option ents happy. Whether they are to which they are fitted at the
to be critical. The university will or a few special student- run really learning anything, or university. It is, of course, dtfnot change substantially unless courses), universities still op - learnlngwhat they want to learn, ficult for students who hav*
more and more students really erate on questionable educa - is not an Issue. Education be - been raised for many years In an
question what is going on within tlonal assumptions. As one crlt- comes simply being evaluated and educational system which ettthe ivy walls. Students should ask: leal student noted, In all but a passlng
courages
passivity
and
non
"———w» Inspection.
———
s^«0
**««*«**•*/
enssaa
•■'
" What kind of an education do I tow Instances, the "the general Rarely do students escape from thinking to become free and
I want? This Is the first stop, attitude In higher education to- thee educational
straight jacket In(Contl—ed on Page Ten) -*t"
The problem is that most stu- day is one of student vs. faculty
dents quickly ceaaa to be crlt- rather than student with faculty."
leal of the unlveratty, except, There are grades at the uniperhaps. to gripe about the food verslty because the faculty beor hours for women. Sodologl- Haves that without them students
cal studies demonstrate that would not learn. (In addition,
263 E. Main St.
Incoming freshmen are very rap-grades make it easier for staidly socialised Into an lnstitu- dents to be sorted Into niches
•Near Kroaer's
tlon. They learn what It expects in our corporate society). Stuof them and they lower their ex-dents are required to take a
pectationa of the Institution to .certain number * courses a
NAME BRAND SHOES
match what they find around them, term because departments are
At the university, freshmen afraid that If the students didn't
ALL SIZES — FROM Bs TO AAAA
learn that they are college stu- have to, they might not take their
courses.
dents—which is to be something
Teachers give mid-terms to
AT 30% TO 40% SAVINGS
VVHI

SAMPLE SHOE STORE

who navrwon at life without the readtog." A course is usually
even having lived" - and they thought of as a reading list a
learn exactly what the university paper, an exam or two and maybe

9

'Seventeen Writer
Sherry Brashear, a freshman from Mason's Creek, looks
through 'ISeventeen Magazine" which has accepted her article
for publication on "the poverty stricken hills of Kentucky."
Her article Is scheduled to appear to the July issue Of
"Seventeen.
(Photo by Ken Harlow)

. sBgS^s.-B cau»tf~ r «--jnrs

smoking pot. If may do the Job being able to do all the work; then
well enough-presto, graduation comM the realization that youj
and a degree.
'cm get by
with very little
The truth, which many stu - ^^ studeQts learn the art of
dents quietly recognize, is that studentship, which has been de university education Is sorely g^ibed as "the continuouscreallmited In its dimensions. TheUve act <* cutting corners."|
number of courses a student can In piace of the initial 't>
take Is legion, but the range of comes lszlness-not
so much)
community and as a guarantee of learning •xperiencee Is ""^pggecii " **W >■*»•**
the standards vital to the aca - cule.
Students do enough to get by, to
demlc profession and the A. Despite a few reforms hore^ ^ pr0ftMOr8 and parsoclation."
The Kentucky conference d
the AAUP met at Centre COllege In Danville last Friday
and Saturday.

AAUP Group Questions Regents Resolution
(Continued from Page One)
the number of facApproved the sending of copies to Increase
mem
r
at an institution
of an AAUP statement dealing !!"*
^ J! on
a 9 per cen"i
with Issues of financial support, ™f
j!«
,*
salaries for fedcontrol, Independence and free- ™*r""V, service employees.
dom of student publications to «*» civil a committee In all coUege and university presl- °™«red
the feasibility
dents, board of trustees or re- vestigation on
a faculty represen-

latlonships with KEA but exDressed their wiUlneness of ex5SJ? £• valued such a
relationship to both KEA and
AAUP.
Glen Klelne, assistant pro fessor of Journalism and chairm
*n «* Committee Z at Eastern

BSASS" Sr= rr; SSSS&SE

I

™
In Report

Re ions M ade

the adoption of these AAUP stand- In committee action, the state *»
ards by institutions of higher AAUP Committee ZontheEco- problem on many campuses.
"Many of my colleagues, esplearning in Kentucky.
nomic Status of the Profession ecially
In the college of Ed The Report of the Committee
Passed a resolution calling agreed to explore the feasibility ucation. look
on AAUP as a on Academic Rights of Student!
for a minimum salary Increase of establishing a formal re - group
of Irresponsible and has been completed and revision!
of at least 8 per cent next year latlonshlp with the Kentucky As- impulsive activists. I believe are being made,
for all faculty members at soclatlon. Correspondence from the establishment of formal The Report explores such
Kentucky colleges and unlver - toe KEA counterpart to Com - relations with KEA may well areas as reasonable expectasitles. This is based on an esti- mlttee Z Indicated a willingness go a long way toward dls- tions of high quality lnstruq-j
mated 8 per cent rise In the to explore this relationship. The pelllng
this image. I feel tlon with competent Instructors;,
cost of living for the next year chairman of committee Z ^ a working relations with KEA the possibility of student lnvolveand an actual 4.7 per cent in - Centre College In presenting would encourage may college ment in academic pollcymaking
crease In the cost of living the idea of the state Committee
._ and university professors to af- through membership In colleges
during the past academic year. Z meeting said
,1, *.. flllate with AAUP.
As
this and university wide currl<
Ordered a committee inves-elementary, secondary
"he continued, "and as committees, and the right of
tigatlon on the degree of par- verslty educators an opportunity, the
\
membership base of AAUP student to receive com
ticipation by student and faculty to present sin^endato»7 to? becomes broader, the image of and the right of a student
members on the governing boards making
o? tt? professlon. the association will change. AA- receive competent and con
of the state's publicly sup - the
good
i
Joseph Krislov of W chapters will be though of scienscious advising.
Professors
ported Institutions.
sore AU necessary revisions
Passed a resolution urging tbe University of Kentucky and
i, and the chapters »« report are expected to
Louis grumhola of JK^ " wiU iave
greater effectv in completed by next Tuesday.
¥B .
Louisville *e*e |"j*™j
cent verslty of
about Ihe changes report will be presented at
"*„?tz*,
more money to? faculty sal- strongly opposed to lremedla- they
seek."
May meeting of the Facul
arles exclusive of money used tely establishing formal re
The Committee also urged s^m}te;
the Chairman of Committee Z . c^!naS1l*h#J*mmlt?e f°
at the 22 Chapters at Institutions Academic Rights of Students Is
othlgher learning In Kentucky Dr. Thomas Stovall. Faculty
to report to the
1970 con - members on the Committee art
ference- with salary figures '?/• Nancy p«ele» **• Keith AU
of non-academic and support H«r» Mr. Robert Hungerland, and
Lefl
personnel. It was the position **• Wa
of the state Committee Z that Committee members are Carolprofessors have a responsibility yn Hill, Sharon Goodlet, and
to see to It that all persons af- William Stewart.
filiated with- these Institutions
have a living wage.
Professor Jack McMichael,
state chairman of Committee
Z, said, "we have a humanitarian
responsibility to be con OWN THURSDAY
cerned about the wages of
11 i I II
our librarians and custodians
even though we might lose money
HUDAY
as a result of our Investigation
and recommendations."
While other committees presented resolutions for the conllAsideration of the state conference, Committee Z was the only
state committee that took In •■
THE GREAT SRIPITUAL READER
dependent action In urging study
of AAUP-KEA relations and In
directing Kentucky AAUP chapters to gather data for the 1970
80S E. MAIN ST.
state conference.
rIFTED READER & ADVISOR
The state
conference also
supported
a
resolution to be
[fee great spiritual reader and advisor solemnly|
submitted by the University of
(swears to help "yon with your problems.
Kentucky chapter to the national
AAUP convention this summer.
The resolution called for
the
Open 7 Days a Week.
national organization to in farther guarantee * promise yon find me superior to any] vestigate the' 'desirability and,1
feasibility of developing a system
j other reader * advisor you consulted.
of accreditation of college and
A PLACE TO BRING YOUR FRIENDS * FEEL
universities by faculty mem NO EMBARRASSMENT
ars in evaluating their academic

COIFFURES BY JERRY has always offered the expertise in
beauty and hairstyling.
Now we are also offering a new
"Boutique" of wild new styles.
Tantilate yourself-come ou*t and,
let us pamper you.

623-1500

MADAM

JULIA

ANNOUNCEMENT
Daniel Boone Chicfcen 'nBeef
is coming to RICHMOND
Fried chicken, roast beef sandwiches, fish, shrimp and oV the
trimmings. Tee mast delicious vittles in the entire territory.
Dine with us, or phone and use our drive-in window. This is
"Boone Country".

nt™

PRINT PERFECTION
"Visit the
"SHIFT CORNER"
JBrlght outlook for Summer •
the ■leeveleee deml-flt Jewel
neckline. New material*, and]
a rainbow of colors.

Smcvtt
IIICKI

vi \ I

COLLEGE and CAREER
N. 2nd St.
Ph.a23-42<

:;««**#?JAWSS

Pizza to

Eastern By-Pass
'
. Richmond, Kentucky
Free Delivery-Cirry Oil-Eit Is
Open 'HI 2 AM. Friday thro Saturday
12 9M. Sunday thru Thursday
Order by Phone for Faster Service

We Sea For
LESS

Why Pay
MORE

HOW SHOWING

miow
SUBNIARM
Beatles

623-6102
Allow Approximately 20 Minutes

SPRING BREAK
■I

■W:!

Bookstore

Wall

Gigantic Spring Sale On:
EKU T-SHIRTS
99c
ALL SWEATSHIRTS . . . $1.00 off
TOP LP ALBUMS .... $2.99
JUST ARRIVED - Hie new spring line of EKU shots to a rainbow of colors. Make the beach scene in style.
VACATION CHECK UST
() Sun Tan Lotion
( ) Sunglasses
( ) Beach Towel
( ) Swim Suit
( ) Tennis Balls
( ) Tennis Shoes
( ) EKU Sweatshirts
( ) Stereo Tapes
( ) Levi Jeans

Have Fun & Drive Carefully
WALLACE'S
wants to see each and every
one of Eastern's students back
on April 20th.
(Wallace's is taking a vocation also. We will be dosed
from the 12th till flie 20m.)

E30QB0BQ

BOOKSTORE
aBewMHKen

I

■

■■I
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Summer Studies In Mexica
Scheduled For Students

Featuring All Your Knitting Supplies

COPPER KETTLE

"The idea mat men must learn
Eastern will sponsor a sum- at Eastern.
to
live together or they may die
mer of study In Mexico at the "The time Is past due for together Is not new. The basic
Institute Tecnolofico y de Estu- Eastern to Initiate such pro - element in international under dlos Superlores de Monterrey grams for at least some of its standing Is Individual under -'
for a group of It to SO students students, especially those ma- standing of and respect for culjoring in languages and the sothis summer.
tural differences."
The Mexican university la a cial sciences," he added.
private Institution accredited
by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools,
as well as the major Mexican acredltatlon agencies.
The summer school, which
'•runs from July IS to August 20,
will offer courses In Spanish FRANKFORT—The old col- lease. One student wants to en*,
language, Spanish and Mexican lege beanie hasn't found its way to ter business college, he said,.
literature, history, economics, thew Kentucky State.Reformatory Correctlong officials are op*'
anthropology, folk music and art. at LaGrange yet, but a class of Umlstlc about me merltg rf %
Students may take up to 6 sem - 27 inmates toere are busy con- coU
exten8lon pr0gram ^m*
ester hours of credit, which will JugaUng verbs and writingfresb- prlgon imlls polntmf to m0lf,
be transferable for credit to- m™L <n*mM P"L H .* ^
program at Kentucky Penitentiary
The class is the first in a at EddyvlUe a8 proof> j^^ ^
ward a degree at Eastern.
Cost of the summer session coUegeul.e«en8l^r0*rram»«
»• Program there, being co»is $375 (US), and Includes tui- the institution «^orrMttau ducted b We8tern Kentucky Unition, board, room, extracurricular activities, and medical class is being conducted by course, which means some stu care at the Institute infirmary.
at a cost to the in- ent lnmftl"#wi2 ^f*6 •■W**i<
Students must pay their own Eastern
stltutlon of about $1,250 to $1,- "master with
15 college credits^
costs; the posmm$m^&m&mtm& transportation
500.
This
Includes
tuition
fees,
rji/TT
vj
„,,;.« ~x
sibility of a charter flight
travel
expenses
for
Instructors
EllV
U
HaVlIlfi
*il
at reduced rates is being inves™^
*«*«
«
,.
..
and
books
for
the
Inmates.
tigated.
The course In freshman EngThe group will Include from lish,
which offers three college
12 to 30 students. Anyone In- credits,
is conducted in three • Local government*officialsJC
terested In attending the Institute
nour
sessions
each Thursday eight <^eswUl &J<2!fi2?<
summer school may obtain a cat-' night and is scheduled
to be explanation of the 1966 Hlgbwtf
aologue and application form atl{completed along with the present Safety Act at a conference i»
the Department of Foreign Lan-'
Harrodsburg April 8.
spring semester.
guages, 208 Cammack Hall. The college
The conference in the Mercer
deadline for applications Is May State corrections officials, who County Court House is sponsored
in
recent
months
have
been
ex1. Applicants will be Informed of panding educational and train- by the Traffic Safety Institute
acceptance by May 15.
programs at Kentucky's of Eastern with the assistance
' The group will be accompanied ing
prisons,
already are consider- of the Kentucky Department of
by Miss Julia Steanson, Assistant ing courses
to follow this one. Public Safety.
City and county officials in
Easter, spring break, and Flor- Professor of Spanish at Eastern, They include English n, AmeriAnderson Boyle. Jessamine,
ida are all Important aspects of who will serve as a member of can history and sociology.
this season of the year. Over the Institute staff for the summer The present course meets Lincoln, Marion^ Mercer Wash*
80,000 students are expected to term.
needs of on* a i?.Ta?theT - lng^^Wood%rdCouuli«iwllJ.
flock to the Florida beaches be"More and more colleges and stltutlon, says Billy Howard the •**^*he.co?f;r*ncf;
■.
fore Easter, witn several thou- universities are providing op - corrections^ department's ed- » will Include a tocussipnp/.
sand others expected after the portunltles for their students to ucational director, who noted federal funds avaUable to local
holidays. These photos are In- experience living and studying in "two or three times'* the number governments for study and ramdicative of some of the "sea- foreign cultural settings," said
P
sonal activities" available to Dr. Thomas F. Stevall, vice accepted had applied. Only three •^Jjj"; ^X!"- 1(rfM*
of
the
30
enrolled
have
been
Charles
V.
Sldpiey,^eaeistant
those students making the Jour- president of academic affairs
ney South.
dropped due to academic rea- Prof«,80r_°; ***** .?£? *
Eastern, will preside at the conSOOjj;
The class is measuring up to ference, which begins at 8:45
expectations of instructor Leroy a.m.
.__,.„,^ Mm
Conrad of Eastern. He said, the The program will include dls.

"Gifts lor all occasions"

Educational Programs
Held In Reformatory

623-5489

South Third

COLLINS DRUG STORE
Special
TUSSEY
Wind & Weather
12-Oz. Reg. $2.00
NOW $1.00
6-Oz. Reg. $1.25
NOW 59c
•

"Expert hair styling and coloring

sstts* kisses. -"<*• * *r ^ «• m
Traffic Institute

Florida

Funshine

ii

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
Phone 623-5770

Phi Delta Theta

"Let us help you with your hair problems"

tsesttew^^

Safety Week

A SOFT NATURAL PERMANENT FOR TODAY

Phi Delta Theta will be sponsoring a campus safety week during the week of April 7-11.
This safety week Is aimed to
make
more aware of the
Music Educators Association. & Bracken County Pulaakl Coun- dangerstudents
on
the
highways and to
ty,
Mt.
Vernon,
Irvine,
WashingThomas Siwacki, band director if
Paris High School, is executiy- ton County, Garrard, Brodhead. think while driving, especially
Spring vacation.
secretary of the commisslcj Rockcastle County, Glasscock over
There
will be a car that was
Elementary.
New
Castle.
Burgin,
Schools sending vocal groups
Lebanon, Knox Central. Lily involved In a highway accident
the festival are White
Bush. Powell County and Esttll on display In front of the EastModal, Madison Central,
ern Kentucky U^ve*sti^sjgn,a|
ton Elementary, Kit Carson
the previous four-way stop.
mentary,
Waco, KirksViU
There will also be posters disThe
festival
will
be
held
In
the
Berea Community and SllvJ
played
throughout the campus
Music
Building
and
Hiram
Brock
Creek, ail in Madison Cot
and
literature
placed on windAuditorium on the Eastern CamAlso Danville, rKrlan^Ci
shields
of
cars.
pus.
»
berland, Anderson

Music Festival Starts Tomorrow

.

N

iMmiHfft

Vocal groups and soloists from
18 counties will participate in
the regional Kentucky School Vocal Music Festival at Eastern tomorrow and Saturday.
.. The singers and pianists from
'' elefaentary and high schools will
represent 45 schools. Students
of the piano In IS schools will
participate.
The event Is sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Festlval-Concert Commission of the Kentucky

GREAT PRE-EASTER SAVINGS!
Spring coats reduced 1

15.00
•-»■

io sponsor

to

24.00

Now's the time to start a brand new spring wardrobe
without being the least bit extravagant. Choose from
our brand-new, fashion-worthy spring coats for
misses, juniors, women! All the looks a girl could
want in up-to-the-minute tweeds, plaids, checks,
monotones in wools and wool blends, more. See them
now — then splurge I You won't be spending a lot.
LIKE IT...CHARGE ITI

mi

TODS!! €©»!

mar
was anticipated, Con-'
J*. g,^,,, ^^ Tommy
rad Id. adding itl^Pected g^ftf SaTSSu^UMjlli
to improve
satisfactorily by .^^^ operation of -the
the end of the course.
Br*eH*iveer bv John H. HoiAsked about class ™"^,S"XX c^rSnator oTL
Conrad replied most members ^-^
Breathalyser
believe a college education, or ."•"g^™
m
w brProfeewShlpsome training Is necessary on ™
» » "»,"""*-»■
the "outside." He added, sev- «*^
th<J progrwn ^^ a |
•ral members already aretolkw saMlooand
ing of entering college^nre-

Two Campuses
To Hear
Dr. Graybar
Dr. Lloyd Graybar, assistant
professor of history, will be
a visiting professor on two campuses this summer.
He will Instruct a seminar
Aug. 10-24 in the "Development
of American Historical Writing"
at Indiana University at Indiana,
Pennsylvania.
He will teach a summer semester course In the "Historical
Development of the United States,
1890.1920" at Syracuse University.
During the past two summers]
he has filled appointments as
visiting professor at the University of North Dakota and Bowling Green (Ohio) University.
Dr. Graybar has been at Eastern three years. He earned his
doctorate in history at Columbia
University.
•__

IDEAL CAFE
'

THE SEST PUCE

CHAR MOIL STEAKS &
BROASTED CHICKEN
241 W. MAIN STREET
PHONE 423-9841

RICHMOND. KY.

ckctIBS
BUCK/WHITE RED/WHITE
Smart /masters will
cash-in on these
block checks that will
pay big dividends in
versatility, ease-ofcare end stunning good
looks! Its part of
Bradlays separates group
tailored at Dan Press
Fortref polyester and
cotton. 6-16, 515.

boy JacketA-ttae skirt
esdrt

GENE SHOP
NOMH SECOND STREET
*

i

TO SAT

I

■

•~**■H
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President Emeritus
Amazed At Change
The Question arose as to Just
BY CHRIS EEELE
what these students were trying
STAFF WRITER
When asked about the most to accomplish and he said flatly",
noticeable changes at Eastern "I don't have the slightest idea.*
since his retirement in 1960, He does not think that Eastern
Eastern's President -Emeritus will not have any problemwlm_
William F. O'Donnell
said, these groups and affirmed by
"Everybody seams to nave a saying, "I have very much respect
for the people at Eastern and I
car nowadays."
Dr. O'Donnell became the can't imagine them being inPresident of Eastern Kentucky fluenced bypoopleof other colState Teachers College In 1941, leges."
■
and remained in office until his In a short discussion about
retirement In 1960, thus being the recent problems of theROTC
the man to hold the longest term program, President O'Donnell
as President in Eastern's his - said that he always thought ROTC to be a good thing and felt
tory.
i, Since his retirement, the for- that it was a builder of men.
A topic which was rather new
I f Bier President mainly relaxes
at home with bis wife and claims to the former President was the
that he spends much time read- Greeks on campus. He seemed
ing and keeping up with the news rather pleased with the results of
sororities and fraternities at
on television.
When he left Eastern in 1960, Eastern. He feels that they have
3,000 students were men enrol- done a great deal toward in led at the college. He said that creasing loyalty to the school
he liked his Job very much, but and in helping to bring the stuthe most enjoyable and out- dent body closer together.
his retirement, W. F. O'Donnell spends much time readHe feels Eastern has a very Since
standing part of his services
ing and keeping up with news on television. He was presiwas working with the students. promising and interesting future. dent of Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College tor 19 years.
He firmly stated mat, "Nothing "The potential of the university
(Staff photo by Ken Hartow)
[ can take the place of the contact is excellent," he said, and he
with the students," and laughingly thinks that Eastern will continue
added that, "There were not as to grow and progress academl many problems men as there are cally, and that It will go on to
expand
to meet the needs of
Speaking
of the noticeable students who Plan to attend col| changes at Eastern since 1960, lege in the future.
i Dr. O'Donnell mentioned the exBorn and educated in Texas,
BY PATTXE O'NEILL
P*"1 Claudel Is exemplified in toe
traordinary building additions. President O'Donnell moved to
FEATURE EDITOR
person of Dunne.
•■
^One of these buildings, O'Donnell Kentucky and was graduated from
I Hall, was named in his honor. Transylvania College in LexingRe stated that another most ton, where he received an honpeculiar change was the amaz- orary Ph.D. After graduation he
ing turnover in the faculty each was employed , as the superin- intricately woven.
year.
tendent of schools at Carrolton Furthermore, fortitude ana great Interest to him. For
The question of Hippies, Black for 14 years.
forthrightness in the University reason he suggests that the!
Power, and other such protes He and Mrs. O'Donnell moved community
■ demand a more students get involved in one
the service projects at Eat**
tors evolved during the conver- to Richmond where he became .difficult brand of courage.
sation. He stated that he was glad toe superintendent
of the Or so says Thomas Dunne, em, namely toe Credit Ui
he left the university before Richmond School system from instructor in the political science or GROWTH.
these groups arrived on our na- 1926 to 1941.
department.
In his soft voice he urges
tion's campuses.
Dunne has seen his share of students to "see a problem
heroism and added his part. While tackle it," rather than sitting
serving bis military obligation, around
complaining about it
he was a member of the U.S.
Dunne himself is involved in
Navy Underwater Demolition community and Church work. Hel
Team operations in Southeast organized the newly- instituted
Folk Mass at St. Mark's church
Asia,
During the last six months of through his work, with toe New
Us stint Dunne was placed in man Club. The Mass, which is
charge of all the UDT forces in attended by mostly college stutoe western Pacific This includ- dents, took many hours of preped Vietnam, Thailand and Phll- aration and in a general conUpplnes Japan, and Okinawa, He sensus of opinion Is quite well
also was ordered to write and done.
Dunne does not leave his musedit the present U.S. Navy UDT
ical talents in toe Church though.
handbook.
Reminiscing his service years He has, on occasion, brought his
Dunne remarked, "As I look
(Continued oa Page Ten)
back, what Pm really proud of
isn't so much the glamour or
excltment, but Just remembering
Campus Flick
the strength of these men that
was working with; the courage
i determination with wnicn they
tackled the problems."
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM
Although he was involved In
many dangerous reconnalsance
April 8 — Thursday
nM—tniHt in Vietnam, he modestHALF A SIX FENCE
ly slates that there was little
Steels, Julia Foster
to his duty. He pointed to the Tommy Cyril
Richard
fact that "You get so worked up
over what you are about to do that
April 1 — Monday
you forget all the danger, and
THE LEGEND OF
L.YLAH CLARE
all fear leaves you."
Kim Novak, Fetor Finch
Life, he believes, is as chalAlso
lenging ss the battlefield. "If s
ROWAN AND MARTIN
harder and more heroic to do the
AT THE MOVIES
things you have to do and cope
with everyday, life than to do
AprD 8 — Tuesday
something like this."
Ne Movie
Chamber Choir and
mase of metal, wood forms, and cranes are all a V«**<*
Dunne observed that it is
Concert Choir
the construction taWiuj place on Es*t«£» "SliSJ! il
easier to see heroism on the
Brace Hoagland. Director
academic complex. Although the construction Um^jWe is
battlefield as it is the only
April 0 — Wednesday
behind at this stage of construction, the stadium section or means to a direct objective- a
No Movie
successful mission. "It is someK
I
E
Men's Honorary
what easier in combat to be the
SlOt
rough-tough hero. You are trained for this. It is mainly adrenaApril 10 — Thursday
YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE
lin working."
Sean Counery,
But he added, "Adrenalin
Donald Fleasenee
works in war. In peaceful times
it won't work." Because of the April 11 * IS — FrL * Sat.
No Merle
Two more sections of Rapid meeting' period 4 TTF (11*0- fact that goals in life are usually
SELECTED
SHORT
Raad^andStudySkillaarebelng 12:80), beginning on Tuesday, elusive and distant, it takes
SUBJECTS
faith,
courage,
perseverance
to
offered the second half of this April 22.
ALL PROGRAMS
semester for students who would The seven week course has make them materialize.
On the wall over his desk is
like to tsin proficiency in study been designed to provide inTicket Office Opens 7:00 pan.
SndiudVending.
formation in the foUowing areas: a large lettered poster: "Youth
Show Starts ItSO pan.
The first section of the non-How to increase your speed and is not made tor pleasure, butfor
MmHeton 7Se
rradit course will begin Monday, comprehension; How to study ef- heroism." This quote from
Children (under 18) OOc
ASrll T ineSniTfrom 6:00*fectively (SQR-4); How to budget
to 7-SO Monday and Wednesday time; How to listen and take
evenings and toe second sectionnotes; How to build vocabulary;
«v«m « ,
"How to prepare for and take
CntlPPrt Slated sandnatlons; How to become a
CCJ/fCcn O/UJCU flexible reader; How to use proThe Chamber Choir will pre- grammed materials; How to
sent a spring concert Tuesday, improve conceiKratlon.
April 8, at 8 p.m., in Hiram A materials fee of S5.00 for
Brock Auditorium. The Choir Is Eastern students and $15.00 for
composed of 81 select voices ac- srea residents to the only charge
THE BARN DINNER THEATRE
cented through audition.
for the course.
This group, under the dlrec-. Further Information and paytion of Dr. BruceHoa«land,per-ment form-litre «^»*f«»
«™-m« aii tvn** of choral lit- Reading Center Office. Combs
^^•S^Tl^^S^ Building fee. Sat.
8280*
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Challenges Of Life,
Battlefield Noted
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Directed by Bill McHale
OPENS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26,1969
THRU APRIL 20, 1969
THE CAST
Penny Lane
Bill Fabricius
Nancy Trumbo
Maurice Gusztamont
Kathy Tyler
Joe Ostopak

FORT LAUDERDALE

STOP BY
BEFORE
YOU
LEAVE

CALL WINCHESTER 744-2802

or LEXINGTON 255-8547
FOR RESERVATIONS
The Barn opens'at 6:30 p. ni. Dinner is served
7 to 8 p.m. The performance begins at 8:30 p.m.
Performances arc Tuesday night through Sunday
night. Sunday nignt and Tuesday night: S5.S0
per person; Wednesday night and Thursday night:
$6.50 per person; Friday night and Saturday
night: $7.50 per person.
*
Th» admission charges covers the dinner, soft drinks
and ice, the play and the taxes.

m

i

/
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POOD

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry
"it you'ic t«*» busy studying to do yoiir wash,
k-l our attendants do it for you.*'
.1'

2 Hocks off W. Main.
Comer of Poplar & Lombardy Streets
^See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

Smoot

Martin Discusses Rules

(Continued from Page One)

It is anticipated that this
proposal will be presented for
Martin's willingness to listen approval some time after spring
and discuss. He has assured us bMtk# m„ B„aiK ^^ *JJ
1
00
*»' °", ^T"
*?*.^
*"**** aome revision in
w lb
€Pi
mu,d
'**??*!!?
5 *"
"
-; "tin* but decided to make a
At present
the Women's thorough study and then send
toter-Dorm is making a study SS^JSLS iZJE,
of regulations for women on trough the proper channels,
other college campuses with!"wefeel," MUsButtaTISd.
toe same population and prob- .<tnat m{, ^ ^ ft# n^^p
Jems as Eastern. To accomplish t«Mv means of getting proper
tola a committee, has sent attention for our
dtaattST5
letters to college*.to Ken„» women's Inter- Dorm
tacky, Tennessee, Virginia, In- council decided it would not
(Continued from Page One)

or as mature as you arc. . .
Where are they now? They arc
married, have families, and are
working. What are college students doing? They are being told
what to do, when to do It, and
how to do it You are being treated like children while your contemporaries are living in the
•real' world.'*
When one student criticised
the University's policy of no
off-campus housing, Smoot remarked that the administration
had no right to confine the students to campus Just to "fill up
dormitories."
"Federal courts," said the
speaker, "will defend a stu dent's right to live anywhere
he wants to."
Women's hours were a subject
of great discussion during the
question-answer period. Smoot
informed his listeners that Purdue women have no hours— they
can come and go as they please
any time of the day or night.
Another student asked Smoot
if he didn't think that the essay
"Student as Nigger" would be
offensive to Negroes.
"I couldn't say," said Smoot.
"I'm not black."
When he asked for a black
student to answer the question,
a girl told the audience that
she, as a black person, was not
offended by the essay.
"A nigger," she said, "Is one
who bows to servitude. The
author of the essay was refer •
ring to students as slaves—not
as Blacks."

rgla. When all the replies have m any demonstrations. been received the 30 representatives on the Council will meet n
~,.

.

as a group, review each letter rTO^TCLYYl Slated
Jf
cu

and set up new proposals for
-Pf**"* * ***
women at Eastern.
Miss Butler reported that the The last part of a three part
Council at the suggestion
of television show filmed at EastDean Mary K. Ingela bad begun on and featuring Eastern staOn Wednesday. April 23. a representative of
te review women's regulations donta will be broadcast by WAVEThe Courier-Journal wM bo on campus from
ln early March with the hope TV (Channel 8) Louisville, eatthat some revisions might be "day ** 5:30 p.m.
19:00 AM fo 4:00 PM to interview and tost
enacted.
The show was a variety
-~
_
cert held In Hiram Brock Au.male applicants for summer employment. Apf VpHc IV^ £±C±t itorlum last November to celeplicants must be willing to travel Kentucky and
V^VyCvlO 1V1 CCl brate the eighth inauguration of
Dr. Robert R. Martin as East.
Southern Indiana during June, July and Aug(Continued from Page One)
era's president.
ust. The position wiH pay $80.00 par week
The show Includes Jim Lucas,
procedures, in order to present Channel S star and former NBC
salary plus travel expenses (meats, lodging and
toe idea of a change in the pres- personality, as master of cereent system to the Board of Re- monies, and several Eastern
transportation). Please contact your pia
gents, he must have some facts musical groups and soloists.
to Justify his request for such
nent officer for time and place of Intervie
changes.
"Actually we were looking
Mil LOWERY
more toward next fall for the InTALENT, INC
stitution of these changes, If
BffttflnMsitft
they were granted by toe Board.
Therefore the girls were sort of
ENTERTAINMENT
lax in beginning the survey which
for
was supposed to have been started In toe first week of March.
YOUNG AMERICA
However, the girls have gotten to Exclusively:
The Tame Revue
work on it, and it will soon be
(Continued from Page Nine)
Classics IV
completed and released."
Tommy Roe
guitar to bis political science
104 N. 3rd St.
Pointing out a lack of comJoe South * The Believers
class In order to better exmunication among the dorms
Swingin'
plain a lesson. For Instance,
Phone 623-4089 Office
and between the Individual house
Billy
Joe Royal
he feels that It is easier for
councils and the Inter-Dorm
the students to see the .difference
Council, Dean Ingels said, "I
Movers
between liberalism and conser think toe house council presiSensational Epics
vatlsm
through
a
folk
songW. Divine 623-5387
the Combs building. The object in the fore- dent, who is a member of the
something they can identify with Stark contrast would be an appropriate
James Gang
ground is a piece of sculpture obtained from Inter-Dorm Council, should inA. Gum 623-2438
-rather than a wordy explana- theme of the above picture. The setting sun
form
her
house
council
members
Eastern's
Art
Department.
The
artist
is
not
and scattered clouds provide a definite contion.
as to inter-dorm activities so
identified.
trast to the object In the foreground. The
Both
in
his
actions
and
in
(Photo by Tom Carter) the Individual students will In
BUYING OR SI LUNG
Cdl Cdkct
picture
was
taken
on
the
Western
side
of
his words, Dunne sets an exturn learn exactly what the InterMe Catty
ample for students. "Youth is
Let us help you with your Red Estate Needs
Dorm Council Is doing."
not made for pleasure, but for
Jack
Martin
She feels that there la a need
heroism.**
for more communication among
(404) 2374317 <
the dorms.
233-3962
(Continued from Page Seven) resources which stimulate the scholars based on mutual resp- In conclusion. Dean Ingels adOrWrite:
i^^n^n*
»hinv.f«
«n««
*hov
desire
to
learn
rather
than
in
ect
and
understanding,
ded) "There is a great deal of)
independent thinkers once they _i„__i__ „ milJ^ „„»„i»„i.
P.O. lax 7687
hi* toe university. Nevermeless,plM^^
Departmental offerings
and sympathy for the women's cause
among faculty
onlV when students, through^^uS^StM^Sid^imtM^
requirements mlnlstrators." members and ad- Atlanta, Georgia, 3031?
sh0uld
their own efforts, break out of *£$$£^otowp^ptadooTsa? tr0d
* crlUclMd- ** areln"
uct ry
the existing limitations
will „ Zeariu^ i?St Kv^ to'
. °
courses so bad? Why
learning at the university be occur ^suSle^s ^ toe £" *,X?%££2£?2£?
You may charge parts, repairs and
llttltl MTIMIl MINT U*
changed from meaningless ex- facult^ appr0acne8 the intersec- ™}.J? ISnTTEKft^SJ
service
—
up
to
$50
per
job.
Your
•rcises in the absurd to real tlon IsTlearner rather than amjf * Z£ ^oT^r^l
*>
learning experience which, In the teaphe_
are toe social sciences so much
charge here Will be included with
words of C. Wright Mills, "Help,, ~he vital Question is how to outKimce *** ■? UWe concerned
your regular monthly Standard
130 R01 001 1
to make him (toe student a self-. ^$2* S%$£. wK with -™* WOrW problems? **
educating man' and thus set hlr
Oil
statement
for
gasoline
and
an toe student do to transform KlueStoS**" "* **" «r- »»«»•»»
N a MODERN
flee.
V-J"' '*r,o>e*,servi#e statioti p*r«h«*V
lie university, In his day-to-day „ "
T^ .,„ , iw
student
As one student writes:
ving, into a humanised uni - » *fta ol¥
**" *>***-"
rtl
a
"In my
mind, toe two most. ersity where people
learn. *"? i !h0 he
" seM
^f^
£ hlf
nlmself
basic, and at the same time, most
ere students are not children* ***> *» *
»*»
general qualities in learning, are
ere faculty members are *"• university—then he will
freedom and
responsibility.
en to real exchange? Thean ^change, little by little the toFreedom of time and freedom wer, I think, is not confronb^Otihition to which he belongs.
of thought, allowing students to .On or committees' or reports^QJJ* University will be trans EASTERN BYPASS
DIAL 623- 33S0
RICHMOND. KY.
relax and become 'swept up' by a
does not make demands oi wmed because students have
stimulating environment, to beers, but first demands tMng#«clded to live differently, and
-*
come Involved, to be able to give
himself. What students have to those who come after them will
as well as take from. Responsi- o first is to change themselves.'1**1 a far better institution in
bility should be felt and ac What Is needed is not a Free (which to seek a education,
cepted by toe students—a res University
(which tends to drain
ponsibllity to himself and to his .
en r r
field-to learn, to be involved, fjjf * < « » i *™* trom
to question what he does and |efular Institution), nor a more
thinks and what others do and •f**6 52LJSL0" atladdnB f *
fl^ ..
piety tangentally by paralyzing
University education needs to Srfive
"1£.eS C "^ersitles do not
ve t0
be organised around new prln- J»
J« destroyed to order to
clples^nd ways of learning. Carl J6 8aved>' *«» a <?*?„ VPi~
8
whlch P ra e
to
Rogera.
, ° !institution:
L l«daily stu"
-TZ— » -a noted
... . psychologist,
.i
,.,' Iff
side "*
the regular
suggests some basic Ideas tofol- ^to ^^ ^^ facuMy wnowlsh
low to education.
f^ them should question every
iJZ&
*
f lpoten5alit|:.0' WPect of university education as
learning, developing and mak ing ft happens
sensible educational choices can
The departments are toe real
be released by an environment g^ o, wer and influence In
whose Principal Ingredients are fce university and studentsshouldfl
freedom and attmulation.
^^^ mB. A11 ^e studenta ^
^""^.•5raIn'i8^c^ltatedwnen department should be organised
toe student participates respon- fa th,y gnouw cjj for r#p .
"SIT, lnrfltheJfarnlnK ptr0c«88. resentation on all departmental
choosing Sections making his committees. Only if students
!!S™-b!itt^1,.11Vlnfiiwlththe Participate fully in the workings
consequences of his choices.
* the department, especially po~The time of toefaculty mem- ficymaking, are they going to be
ber Is best spent in providing
^reU.Uona s with

Summer Employment

RUSSELL E. MAJOR
Realtor
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Analytical Review

Barn Dinner Theatre A Special Treat
Now,
It smackS^ith the positioned all around the procurrently, The Barn is showBY CRAIG AMMERMAN
EDITOR-IN- CHIEF
Somewhere between Lexington
and Winchester onU. S. 60 beams,
In bright neon lights, the signs of regularly thrill
A
a new kind of entertainment for lowers.
iui«-«.i A
difficult maneuver to make what about the future? For
Central Kentucky.
Yet mis barn Is much different ^^j^ "theatre - in «• " the Barn Dinner Theatre, It looks
ive called it culture, from a Broadway theatre. If It
u round.. lg fantastically •nJ0* - bright.
a word not so familiar to some of. weren't local residents might shy able when It works. And here In Despite incurring the wrath
of this state..away, afraid to be exposed to the this once time tobacco barn of a few moralistic- screamthe residents
From where the sign beams ;"hlgh-flutin" ways they associate between Winchester and Lexlngforth Its calling., you turn right with the upper echelons of a ton, It works.
down a narrow road. About 200 Society as foreign and upsetting" strangely enough, the name
yards down this path, there looms to them as are the ways of Com- of the place Is the Barn Dinner
Theatre, and although It has
a big red barn that appears too munism.
modern and too loud to house j Down In the middle of the huge experienced fine success, It has
sit four large also had Its problems, most of
tobacco, the lifeline of most of central area
the people In this Immediate, tables, overflowing with meats, them from the natives.
salads and vegetables. It's smor- Take, for Instance, the last
rural area.
A rustic look first prevails, gasboard style, a way of eating production at The Barn, "Toand one may tend to believe that maybe even started in these bacco Road."
he's quickly stepped back Into foothills of Appalachla. The na- in the first scene of "To the days of the forefathers.
.lives probably feel a little more bacco Road," a play set In rurThose notions
are quickly*** ease with this help-yourself, al, poverty-stricken Georgia In
dispelled, though, when enter- eat-all-you-want style.
the 1980s, two of the perfor lng the center arena, or "a
Tables are situated around the mere roll on the floor In a
might fancy auction barn" as one lowered arena, In four separate wild, love scene, another couple
local farmer observed.
Revels, each a little higher than rhythmically
rubs bodies and
At one time, mis structure the one before.
there is a generous scattering of
might have been an auction
Visitors are waited on by the obscenities.
barn, but most probably it wan actors who later perform, a por some reason, there's a fcOOOOOOO oooooooooi
used to house tobacco or to pro- practice which helps to develop paranoia among Kentuckians that
tect livestock from the miseries *f' more personal relationship really shows Itself when in of winter.
between the audience and the cidents like these crop up. They
But it's no longer an auction production.
fall to see the literary, artistic
t
.barn, or a place to house tobacco,. It's the concept _5\J*nea2^ or performing value,and become
something even downrlgM Indignant,
or a protector for cows, sheep^in-the round,
Broadway itself
»*•«« & many of the guests left
stranger
than
and the like.
to the
he natives.
The Barn after the first act
Theatre-in-tbe-round oas - ^ "Tobacco Road.
lcallv means the audience Is
_—

ing natives, The Barn has

turn-

Uoni

And for
some reason or
another, Central Kentuckians
have been caught up by this new
phenomenon.

CITY TAXI

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

| Ail CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

Take home a portable feast...

Scene From 'Highlights Of Broadway'

Moderates At Columbia University
Oppose Violent SDS Policies

I

TONIGHT!
A barrel full of tender and
tasty Colonel Sanders'
Recipe Kentucky Fried
Chicken. 21 pieces of the
most flavorful chicken you
ever ate.
And all you do is pick it up
and take it home.
The service is sudden!

CURRIER'S MUSIC WORLD

come "fed up" with the uncom- it, i realize that the SDS people ROTC courses unless they art : * DEfORFK
promising violent reform polic- are not reformers."
also part of the regular offerIKWWRWJ
»«< "»««- .^
^.^
The sentiment of disappoint- ^iErfirSfflfiSt
SINGLES & ALBUMS
Already , the administration
Says Colubmia College sopno- ment ^^ me SD5 seems t0 be
presi nt
e
is
making
moves
to
check
the
more class.
°! '^: «r« the general feeling at Columbia
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Fowley "I disagreed wWhfflB mlg
and although the SDS outward growth of the University
by
building
high-rise
classACCESSORIES
tactics last year, but I couldntheld a crosg_ campus strike on
oppose them strongly because a ta
March 25 It aDDears room complexes. This was one
GUITAR LESSONS
lot of their issues were reaU £J*»J %£**?'£„£?£! of the demands of the SDS to
prevent the eviction of Black
JUST ARRIVED
C^^K^'S^
gained
enough
apparently be- up by emotion last year regret *^ f ^
^supgh|ri<>nf
tQ Harlemites who live close to the
campus
oh University-owned
GRETSCH GUITARS
W"S"COUT>W"L7P"™
It
to
repeat
last
springs
land.
of
classroom
performance
CUP
GRETSCH GUITAR STRINGS
I takeovers.
Even with this comparative
PEAVY AMPS
Columbia's SDS chapter has a-liberality on the part of the adgain presented its demands to the ministration, Columbia's most
administration.
Among other radical organization Is planning LUXION BUILDING
120 MG
things, the radical organization another spring of violence and
WITH
ONE WEEK
has asked for a complete re- building take-overs.
COUPON
SPECIAL
designing of the University Coun- And if SDS members attempt to j
ell.
carry out their violent strategy,
What the SDS wants is a stu-they will probably be confronted
REGULAR 50c
dent bloc of 20 members In the by the new student moderate orUniversity Senate . The organi- ganlzatlon the Students for Cozation has also demanded an in- iumbla University (SCU).
la.
crease in the number of non- "We can't reconstruct theuni■3
tenured professors in the Sen- verslty with the constant threat
•O
100 WATER STREET
ate.
of an SDS veto over everything,"
I
If the SDS makes its demands sayd Fred' Lowell, a sophomo
1
known to the new Un
president
Andrew
chances ire that the University sence of a university. We can't
Senate may very well be re- allow coercion by the SDS."
organized; and if history is any Last spring after the dlsturbarometer the other SDS de- bances an independnt fact-flndmands will be satisfied also, ing committee was appointed by
Last year the SDS told the riot- Columbia to investigate the stucowed administration that Co- dent rioting at the University,
iumbla's affiliation with the In- After three weeks of hearings,
208 Collins St.
stltute for Defense Analyses must the committee observed that "the
be ended—it was.
fabric of the university's life
Richmond, Ky.
Last year the SDS instructed ^ QOW twisted and torn."
Phone 688-6075
Columbia's administrative pow- j^t how "twisted and torn'
ers to discard plans for a new the university will be three
FRANK MORROW gymnasium in nearby Morning- months from now appears to be
BE88 SPURLIN
side Park—they were.
in the hands of the SDS and the
Salesmen
Real Estate Broker
Last year .the SDS asked for SCU.
628-9156
leniency for the student lead623-6082
ers of last April's disturbances
—all but sixteen were permit"Choose a Real Estate Firm Whose Manners
ted to return to class.
Are Graduates of Our University"
This year, apparently to prevent more violence, the faculty
and the University council have
voted to deny credit to the Navy's

If the now-famous chapter of
the Student for a Democratic
Society (SDS) at a riot-torn Columbia University attempts another spring of terrorism and
violence it may have to deal
physically with the budding student moderates at the New York
City university.

SMASHBURGiR
44<

Take it from the Colonel... "it's finger lickin' good !"#
(Other size orders available. With or without side dishes.)

HILL AYE.

COLONEL
MgHMAv*.

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT

Dial 423-4156

Richmond. Ky.

DAIRY CHEER

L^ITJI !?. JFBlVltfiKK&S&- £P2tSL*.
B. T. SPURUN REALTY CO.

EKU Student
To Discuss
Spring Sky

iflanp jffloon* antique*
MAIN STREET

New Moons Gifts

GLYNDON HOTEL

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 4047B

friendship is like Hie light of phosphorus, seen plainest
is dark."

Crewel

— until ——
a shadow. Then a spark —." John Banister Tabb

Eastern student Tom Eubanks
will discuss the spring sky next
Monday night at 8 at the campus observatory.
The discussion will be sponsored by Eastern's Physics Department.
The discussion will be open to
the public. Eubanks said that
anyone may use the observatory
by contacting Professor Karl
Kuhn in Eastern Physics De- .
partment. The observatory is
open every Monday from 8 to
9 p.m., Eubanks said.

The Trcme Company
1500 MERCET ROAD

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Spring - Summer Employment
College Students preferred for work in factory production
deportment. Present openings available on evening shift (3:30 p.m.
12:00 p.m.). Will attempt to accommodate students with conflicting afternoon classes. Students must have transportation.

One of the most modern MOTEIS in DAY10HA
e*

Apply In Person - Trane Employment Office
8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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200 Spacious Units
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' indoor and Outdoor Pool

Recreation Area
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Thurs., Apr. 3* 1969

New Campus
9.nnpler has $8.00

»«

worth of top products
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Contents of the MEN'S College Sampler wil include GHette
Foamy. Sea & Ski suntaa lotion. Seripto Wordpkker poo, Macleans
tooth paste. GWette Toehmotk razor. Old Spice after shave lotion.
Man-Power deodorant and Excedrin.
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WOMEN'S Samplers wM contain Adorn self-styling hair
spray. Pamprin, Jergens lotion mild soap, WooKte cold water wash.
My Own hygienic towelettes. Halo Shampoo, Seripto Wordpicket
pen. Cloirol Kindness conditioner and Excedrin.

I

I
.

MR. MEADE says. This Is a tremendous value for om
The top companies whoso products are represented in Cot
tvtfv sampisn wanr SIUUVNT nnnmi ana arv ■tray nra prvmonoit TO
acaualnt
students with
oroduets
added. "Caleae
*«w»awneeuui eiawwie
wises their
inoH n#s
worvio* " aHe
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lers wil be distributed on a one-to-student basis while they fast. We
wnl have only enough Sumpleis for one out of every six students and
they wnl be distributed on a first-come, first served basis. Student
identification wm.be required at the time of purchase.
•

THEY GO ON SALE
AFTERNOON APRIL 2nd
ONE ONLY FIRST COME FIRST SERVE

CAMPUS
Student Union Building

USED & NEW BOOKS

BOOKSTORE

